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A b s t r a c t 
In this paper we study the <K stochastic ordering for random vectors induced by 
the collection of 'threshold sets' {x G R d : x > a} (p. 27 of [6]). It has been shown 
- e.g. in [1] - tha t this ordering may be equivalently defined by taking expectations 
of 'increasing product functions' g = Ylk=i 9ki 9k '• R —» R >o nondecreasing. 
In our study we restrict to lattice statespaces S C IL d. On S we introducé a 
class T of nonnegative functions that contains the increasing product functions. In 
one dimension these functions are nondecreasing, in two dimensions nondecreasing 
and supermodular. Taking expectations we get the stochastic ordering < A ' again. 
The use of the T functions in stead of the increasing product functions has a benefit 
for obtaining stochastic ordering relations of Markov chains. 
A classical approach to derive ordering relations of Markov chains is based on 
monotonicity and comparability of the matrices of transition probabilities. These 
concepts may be defined by using a given stochastic ordering between probability 
measures - e.g. <K - or by using a class of functions on S - e.g. the increasing 
product functions, or T -. It is well known that these two approaches are equivalent 
if the class of defining functions satisfies a certain closeness property (cf. [6]). We 
shall show that T does admit this property, but the increasing product functions do 
not. Moreover we shall prove that if the transition matrices of two Markov chains 
have the monotonicity and comparability properties and if the initial distributions 
are stochastically ordered (in <K), then all multidimensional marginal distributions 
of the chains are ordered as well. 
Finally we apply these concepts to open Jackson networks of queues for deriving 
(stochastic) comparison results in such networks. 

1 Introduction 
In this paper 5 is the c?-dimensional lattice { 0 , 1 , . . .}d, although our results will hold 
also when (any of) the dimensions is finite. The space of all probability measures on 
S is denoted by M and the space of all stochastic matrices on S x S by S. The space 
of all nonnegative functions (or vectors) on S is V = R f
 0 . Throughout the paper 
we shall frequently refer to different orderings on different spaces. Discrimination is 
made by use of a subscript: <s is some partial ordering on the lattice, for instance 
the vector ordering <„; <v is the vector ordering on the vectorspace V; <M is some 
stochastic ordering on the space of probability measures; <$ is some stochastic 
ordering on the space of stochastic matrices. No subscript is written when the 
usual linear ordering of real numbers is applicable. The stochastic orderings will be 
discussed here and in the following sections. 
1.1 Stochastic Ordering on M 
Let J- C V be a class of nonnegative functions on S, and A C 2S a collection of 
subsets of S. We avoid complications by assuming that the functions ƒ € T are 
nonnegative, hence the integrals with respect to probabilities p E M. always exist, 
and we write 
Pf = J fdp 
Actually the integral is a summation over all states of the (denumerable) S. Notice 
also that we do not have to worry about measurability of sets A (E A. Two ap-
proaches for introducing stochastic orderings are common and are called respectively 
integral and set stochastic ordering. We recall them here for notational purposes. 
One may find more details in [6] . 
Definition 1 For p,q e M. 
(i) 
P<rq^pf<qf V/ € T 
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(ii) 
P<Aq& p(A) < q(A) WAeA 
The set stochastic ordering (ii) may be viewed as an integral stochastic ordering by 
F = {1{A} : a e A) 
but it is more convenient to use definition 1. It is easy to state relationships between 
these two orderings. We say that the functions ƒ 6 T are generated by the sets 
A £ A if they are linear combinations of indicator functions: 
T C Ü(A) if (f e T =* ƒ = f ] akl{Ak} ak > 0, Ak e A) 
V fc=0 / 
When T is determined by taking arbritrary linear combinations of indicator func-
tions we write T — Cl(A). Hence, 
T = Ü(A) if (f e T & ƒ = f ) akl{Ak} ak > 0, Ak e A) 
\ k=o I 
And we say that A is induced by J- if the latter contains all the indicator functions: 
A c Ü{T) if (A e A => 1{A} e T) 
Then 
Corollary 1 For p,q E M. 
(i) 
T C n{A) =>(p<Aq=>P<rq) 
(ii) 
A C Jï(ƒ") =4- (p <r q =• p <A q) 
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1.2 Stochastic Ordering on S 
We need ordering relations of stochastic matrices for later use when we apply these 
concepts to Markov chains. Notice that Pf G V for any P € S and ƒ (E T by 
Pf(x) = jsf(s)P(x,ds) xeS 
and that pP E .M for any p € .M by 
pP(x) = [ P(s,x)p(ds) xeS 
Js 
First we shall define monotonicity of matrices, in the second part of this subsection 
we shall focus on comparability. Again we refer to [6] for more details. 
Definition 2 Let P e 5 . 
(i) Assuming J- is a class of functions. 
P is T-monotone ifPf^T V/ € T 
(ii) Assuming <M is some stochastic ordering on Ai. 
P is <M-monot°ne if {p <M <? =$> pP <M qP) 
It is tempting to find relationships between these definitions. Clearly they depend 
on the type of stochastic ordering used. Also, we need the following concept. We 
say that the stochastic ordering <M is closed for T if for any nonnegative function 
ƒ holds 
(p <M q => Pf < qf) =>fef (1) 
Then (e.g. [6]) 
Corollary 2 Assuming <jr is an integral stochastic ordering on M.. 
(i) 
P is T-monotone =£> P is <?-monotone 
(ü) If <:F is closed for J-, then 
P is <p-monotone =$• P is T-monotone 
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In [5] a simple counterexample is given to show the necessity of the closeness property 
in (ii). 
Notice that the concept of monotonicity as defined in (ii) of definition 2 is more 
general than as in (i) since it only requires a stochastic ordering on M . In the 
case of set stochastic ordering which is not supported by a class of functions, no 
statement about relationships can be made. However, if we generate functions by 
taking linear combinations of indicator functions, i.e. J- C f2(.4), we can apply 
corollary 1 to state that the two orderings are equivalent, and corollary 2 to obtain 
relations of monotonicity. 
Comparability of stochastic matrices is defined as follows. 
Definit ion 3 Let P,Q <ES. 
(i) Assuming F is a class of functions. 
P<rQ<*Pf<vQf VfeF 
(ii) Assuming <M is some stochastic ordering on M.. 
P<<MQ& PP <M PQ VpeM 
In (ii) we explicitely denote the stochastic ordering on M. However, assuming an 
integral stochastic ordering <j? it is easy to see that 
P<<rQ^P<rQ (2) 
Therefore we write simply P <? Q for any of the definitions in case of integral 
stochastic ordering, and we write P < ^ Q assuming a set stochastic ordering < ^ on 
Ai. Finally, one can easily check that in the latter case we get 
P <A Q <* PHA} < v Ql{A} VAeA 
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In the following sections we shall apply these concepts to a specific stochastic order-
ing. 
2 The Stochastic Ordering <K 
Now assume that the state space S is endowed with the vector ordering <v. Recall 
S = {0 ,1 , . . . } M . From now on we specify the collection A to be the threshold sets, 
i.e. 
A € A •& A = {s e S : a <v s},a € S 
[6] defmes a stochastic ordering <K- In our notation <K would be the set ordering 
<^ . Our first goal is to find a 'sufficiently rich' class of functions that is generated by 
indicator functions. Clearly, any (M-dimensional) threshold set A is the (cartesian) 
product of M 1-dimensional threshold sets: 
a = {ai,...,O,M) € 5 , A = Ai x • •• x AM € A 
with Am = {i e {0,1,. . .} : am < i} 
Hence, 
M 
\{A) = n HAm} 
m=l 
The indicator functions of 1-dimensional threshold sets generate the nonnegative 
nondecreasing functions (e.g. [6]). Here we deal with products, so the class Q of 
nonnegative 'nondecreasing products' will be generated by the indicator functions 
of the M-dimensional threshold sets: 
M 
geg &g= J[gm 
m = l 
with gm : {0,1, . . .} —» R >0 nondecreasing 
Indeed, in correspondence with our corollary 1, [1] shows that (for p, q probability 
measures on S) 
p<Kq&pg <qg ^g^Q 
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However, <K is not closed for Q as the following example shows. 
Example 1 Let M = 2, p, q € M. with p <K q- Define the function ƒ on S by 
f(s) = si + s2 
Finally, let 
i4ii = { 3 € 5 ' : ( i , 0 ) < 1 , s } A.-2 = {s € 5 : (0,i) <« s} t = l , 2 , . . . 
Clearly, AJI, A,2 € A for all i. Furthermore, one may notice that 
oo 
/ = E ( l { A i } + l{A2i}) 
t = i 
Hence, 
pf < qf 
However, it is obvious that the function ƒ is not a product function, i.e. (1) fails. 
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The example shows that Q does not contain all linear combinations of indicator 
functions of threshold sets. We shall now characterise this class JF = £l(A). First 
we introducé specinc linear operators acting on arbritrary nonnegative functions on 
S. 
Definition 4 For any r = 1,2,... , M and 1 < mi < m2 < • • • < mr < M, 
A™ ™ ™ • V —» V 
is defined by 
r 
&mim2-mrh(s) = h(s) - ^2 Ks ~ em<) + 2 h(S ~ e™i ~ e"b) 
»'=1 l<i<j<r 
/ j tl\S 6 m j e m j &mi) ' ' ' \ -U fl[S C-mi ^•m.2 ' ^mr) 
l<i<j<k<r 
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With ek we denote here the fc-th 'unit state' ( 0 , . . . , 0 ,1 ,0 , . . . , 0) with the 1 on the 
fc-th position. To keep the notation 'simple', we set h(t) = 0 whenever the argument 
Now let us define the class of 'A-functions': 
T = {ƒ : S-* R >0 : Amim2-mrh > 0 ( on S) 
Vr = 1,2,.. . , M and 1 < mi < m2 < • • • < mr < M} (3) 
When M = 1 these functions are just nonnegative and nondecreasing, when M = 1 
nonnegative, nondecreasing supermodular. We now state 
oo 
Lemma 1 ƒ e F & ƒ = ^ a f c l ^ } , ak>0,Ak eA 
fc=0 
Proof 
"4=": because of linearity (and nonnegativety) 
oo 
Am i 1{A,} 
fc=o k=o 
Therefore, it is sufficiënt to show 1{A} € T for all A € A. As before, write the 
indicator function of a M-dimensional threshold set A as a product of indicator 
functions of 1-dimensional threshold sets: 
M 
HA} = n i{^} 
7 7 1 = 1 
Then for s = ( s i , . . . , % ) E S, 
Ah2,..,rl{A}(s) 
= (f[(l{Am}(sm)-l{Am}(sm-l))) ( n l { A 7 n } W ) (4) 
\m=l / \m=r+l / 
> 0 
The same holds for any Amim2...mr operator, e.g. by renumbering. 
"=^": we shall execute a construction. First, enumerate the statespace 5, 
in such a way that m < n whenever s = s^m\t = s^ and s <v t (s ^ t). The 
construction is initialized by /o = ƒ. Then iteratively for n = 0 , 1 , . . . 
fln = / n ( s ( n ) ) 
An = {3 € S : a(B) <„ 3} 
Jn+l = / n - " ö n l { A „ ) 
Clearly, for any s <v s ^ and n > m + 1 
ƒ»(*) = 0 
Hence, for any s E S 
0 0 
f(s)= J2 CLn=Y^a^{An}(s) 
n:s(n)<vs ™=0 
with An e A. It remains to show that all an > 0. This is certainly true if we can 
prove that all fn € J7. By assumption, f0 = f € .F. Suppose fo, fi,..., fn £ ^7-
Consider the operator Ai)2,...,r- For all s € S: 
A i l 2 , „ . , r / n + l ( a ) = A i i 2 , . . . , r / „ ( s ) - a „ A l i 2 , . . . , r l { A i } ( s ) (5) 
From (4) follows that Ai)2)...)7.l{An}(.s) = 1 if (and only if) 5 € An and s — e i , . . . , s — 
e r ^ An. Then s'n) <„ s and hence 
Ai,2,..., r/n(s) > A l l 2 , . . , r /n(s ( n )) = 0,n 
In all other case Ai)2,...,rl{Ai}(-s) = 0 and (5) equals Aij2i...,r/n(.s) which is non-
negative because of the induction hypothesis. The same holds for any Am i m 2 . . .m r 
operator, e.g. by renumbering. D 
A simple property of the A-functions is needed in the following section. 
P r o p e r t y 1 If f e T and A <= A then fl{A} <E T. 
P r o of 
Apply lemma 1 and l{A}l{A f c} = l{A'k} for any Ak € A and some A'k € A. • 
Also from lemma 1 we obtain readily 
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Corollary 3 Q C T 
Proof 
Let 
M 
9= II 9m e ö 
Then the nondecreasing functions 
<jrm :{0, l , . . .}->R> 0 
can be written as 
co 
t=0 
with ami > 0 and Am; = {j € {0,1,. . .} : i < j}. Let s = (si, -s 2 , . . . , SM) G S and 
define 
M 
ö« = J^ J_ ö m S m 
m = l 
M 
^ s = 1 1 ^ m s m 
m = l 
The latter stands for the cartesian product. Clearly, as > 0, As G A and 
g = ^ a s l { A s } 
D 
Refering to corollary 1 we obtain immediately the following. 
Corollary 4 For p,q G M. 
P<K q&p<r q 
Finally, 
Lemma 2 The stochastic ordering <K is closed for T. 
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Pro of Let ƒ be some nonnegative function on S and suppose pf < qf whenever 
P <K <?• We have to show ƒ € T. Consider the operator Ai^,...^ and define for any 
s = (s i , 52 , • • •, sM) e S, (s ^ ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0)) specific ps, qs e M by 
2-0-1) if t = s - e;, 1 < i < r 
or t = s — ei — tj — ek, \ <i < j < k <r 
Ps(t) = < 
and 
?.(*) = < 
0 else 
2-( r-1) if t = s 
or t = s — e,- — ej, 1 < i < j < r 
0 else 
Here we assume that the coordinates si,..., sr > 1, i.e. s — e i , . . . , s — er € S. If 
this happens to be true for only k coordinates (and the other r — k are zero), we 
adjust the above in an obvious way by replacing 2~(r~1' by 2~^k~1'. 
It is an easy exercise to check that indeed ps and qs are probabilities for all s. 
Furthermore, with a little effort it can be shown that ps <K qs: choose A £ A and 
assume si,...,sr > 1 (the other case goes with the obvious adjustments). If s ^ A, 
then ps(A) = qs(A) = 0. If s € A and s — e i , . . . , s — er £ A, then ps(A) = 0 and 
qs(A) = 2 _ ( r _ 1 ) . Finally, if s £ A, s — e i , . . . , s — e^ £ A and s — e^+i , . . . , s — er €" A, 
then 
r-1ps(A)= E 
i=l,3,... 
^ 
W 
and 
y - 1 qs(A)= E 
i=0,2,. 
and these are equal. 
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To finish the proof, we must show Ai,2,...,r/(-s) > 0 for all s € S. Clearly s = 
( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0) satisfies since by assumption ƒ > 0 on S. Otherwise, 
2-( r-x>A1)2,..., r/(S) = qj -Psf>0 
because ps <K qs and by choice of ƒ. • 
3 Stochastic Ordering of Markov Chains 
Let {X(t) : t = 0 , 1 , . . . } and {Y(t) : t = 0 , 1 , . . . } be two discrete-time Markov 
chains on S with matrices of transition probabilities P^and Py respectively. Set 
Px(t) and py(t) for the marginal distribntions at t ime t. For the moment we assume 
some stochastic ordering <M on the space of probability measures. Commonly one 
writes 
X(t) <M Y(t) (6) 
to mean that the marginal distributions are ordered in the sense of px{t) <M Py(t)-
It is well known how to relate (6) to monotonicity and comparability of the transition 
matrices involved (general reference: [6]). 
L e m m a 3 If 
(i) 
X{t-l)<MY(t~l) 
(ii) 
Px or Py is <M -monotone 
(iii) 
Px <<M PY 
then (6) holds. 
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The hard work in problems that rely on application of this result, lies mostly in 
showing (ii). However, when one assumes the specific stochastic ordering <K, con-
dition (ii) becomes 'fairly simple' by reference to corollaries 2 and 4 and lemma 
2: 
PxfeFoTPvfer V/G.F (7) 
where T is the class of A-functions introduced in (3). In the foUowing section we 
shall illustrate this in an application concerning queueing networks. 
Condition (7) is well known in case of the stochastic ordering which is based on 
'increasing sets' or equivalently 'nondecreasing functions' (see [6]). However, notice 
that (7) is not applicable when we use the increasing product functions of Q to 
characterise < A ' , due to the fact that the ordering lacks the closeness property. 
3.1 Stochastic Ordering of Multi-dimensional Marginals 
Let us again assume <K, characterised by the threshold sets of A and the A-
functions of T. Inequality (6) expresses stochastic ordering of 1-dimensional mar-
ginal of the chains. Generalizing we denote 
(*(* i ) , X(t2),..., X(Q) <K (y(*i) , Y(t2),..., Y(tn)) (8) 
to mean 
P(x(h) e Ax,x{t2) e A2,..., x(tn) e An) 
< P(Y(h) e At, Y(t2) e A2,..., Y{tn) G An) 
for all Ai, A2, • • •, An G A (n G W and 0 < ti < t2 < • • • < tn are arbritrary). The 
main result of this section is the foUowing which states ordering of multi-dimensional 
marginals. 
T h e o r e m 1 If 
(i) 
X{0) <K Y(0) 
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(ii) 
Px or Py is <K -monotone 
(iii) 
Px <<K Py 
then (8) holds. 
Proof 
Let Sn = rifc=i S = { 0 ? l ) - - - } n M (cartesian product), which is again a multi-
dimensional lattice. Denote the space of probabilities on Sn by M.n, the collection 
of threshold sets of Sn by An and the class of A-functions on Sn by Tn. As before 
we rnean by stochastic ordering p <K q for probabilities p, q G M.n equivalently 
P <An q or p <jrn q. 
The distribution of the vector ( ^ (0 ) , -^(1), • • •, X(n)) is denoted by px{0,1,..., n) G 
Mn+1. Let s = ( s 0 , s i , . . . ,sn) e Sn+1 (each sk e S). Because {X(t)} is a Markov 
chain, we evaluate the distribution in 5 as usual: 
px(0,l,...,n)(s) = px(0, l , . . . , n - l ) ( s 0 , 5 i , . . . , s „ _ i ) P x - ( 5 n _ i , 5 n ) 
n - l 
= px{0)(so) I I px(sk,Sk+i) 
We abbreviate this by 
px(0,1,..., n) = px(0, l,...,n-l)*Px 
We shall show: if px(0) <K P F ( 0 ) , PX is <if-monotone and Px <<K Py then 
px(0,l,...,n) <K py(0,l,...,n) for all n G II . This will certainly prove the 
statement of the theorem. 
First we shall apply monotonicty of Px, therafter the comparability of the two 
matrices. Induction (to n) concludes the proof. 
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Assume px(0,1,..., n - 1) <K pY(0,1,..., n - 1) and ƒ e Fn+1. Then 
(px(0,l,...,n-l)*Px)f 
= J \J / ( • s o,-Si , . . . ,3 n )Px(5 n _i , r f3 n ) |px(0 , l , . . . ,n- \)(ds0,ds1,...,dsn-1) 
=
 p j f ( 0 , l , . . . , n - l ) 5 r (9) 
with 
g(s0,Si,...,Sn) = / / ( 5 0 , S l , . . . , 5 n ) P x - ( 5 n _ i , d 3 n ) 
Hence, to showpx(0,l, ...,n — l)*Px <K PK(0, 1 , . . . , n — l)*Px it suffices g E Tn. 
Assume ƒ takes on the form of an indicator function: 
f = l{A} = l{AQ}l{A1}---l{An} 
with A e An+1, Ak e A. Then 
g(s0tsu...,sn) = l{A0}{s0)l{A1}(s1)---l{An-i}(sn_i) / l{A n}(s n)P x(5„-i ,^T l) 
J j 
= l ^ X a o J l ^ x X s i ) • • • l{An_1}(5n_1)(Pxl{An})(5n_1) (10) 
with Pyl{A n } G T because Px is <A'-monotone. Apply property 1 for getting 
l{An-1}(Pxl{An}) e T and conclude g E Tn. An arbritrary function ƒ € .P l + 1 is 
made up of linear combinations of indicator functions. The final result is the same 
because of liearity of the integral. 
The next step is to show 
pY ( 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1) * Px <K M O , 1 , . . . , n - 1) * iV 
From (9) 
(pY(0,l,...,n-l)*Px)f = PY(0,l,...,n-l)9l 
and 
( M O , l , . . . , n - l ) * / V ) / = M O , l , - - - , n - l ) 0 2 
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for any ƒ <E ^"n+1, with 
gi(so,Si,...,sn) = / f(s0,s1,...,sn)Px(sn-i,dsn) Js 
and 
92(so,s1,...,sn) = / f(s0,sx,... ,sn)PY(sn-i,dsn) Js 
So it suffices to show 
gi(so,si,...,sn) < g2(s0,s1,...,sn) (11) 
for all (so,si , . . . , s n ) e 5 ,"+1. Again we start by taking ƒ = 1{A} for some A € 
An+l. Then (10) yields 
#i(s0, s i , . . . , a„) = l{i4o}(s0)l{^i}(5i) • • • l{A l_i}(s„_i)(PjCl{>4n})(sn_i) 
and 
£r2(s0 , .Si , . . . , 3„) = l { A o } ( s 0 ) l { A i } ( 5 1 ) • • • l { A n _ i } ( s n _ i ) ( P y l { A n } ) ( 5 n _ ! ) 
Now apply (2) which says 
PX l{An})(5 n_1) < Pyl{An})(5n_x) 
and get (11) for this particular ƒ. Similar as before any ƒ € ,F n + 1 follows by linearity. 
D 
4 An Application 
Consider the classical open Jackson network of M single server queues ([2]) with 
external arrivals according to Poisson processes (rate ATO for queue m), exponetial 
servers (rate \xm in queue m) and routing probabilities (rmn)mn==0- The random 
variable X(T) records the customers present in the queues at time T > 0, hence 
X(T) G S = {0 ,1 , . . .} . We discretise the process {X(T) : r > 0} in time by 
uniformization (e.g. [3]) and obtain a Markov chain {X(t) : t = 0,1, . . .} with 
transition matrix Px-
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Similariy, consider a system of M parallel independent M/M/l queues with Poisson 
arrivals (rate Am = Am -f J2n=i lJLnrnm f ° r queue m) and exponential servers (rate 
Hm in queue m) . The uniformization approach yields a Markov chain {Y(t) : t = 
0 , 1 , . . . } with transition matrix Py. 
Comparison of the two systems is expressed in the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 Assume that the same uniformization constant 7 is used. Then 
(i) 
PY is <K -monotone 
(ii) 
Px <<K PY 
Proof 
(i) We need to show Pyf € T for all A-functions ƒ E T. Let s = (si,S2,.. •, SM) £ 
S. Then, 
M -1 
PrM = J2-Amf(s + em) 
m=l 7 
M j 
+ 2 -Vrnfis - em)l{sm > 1} 
m=l '7 
+ f l - E ~(Am + UrnHsm > 1 } ) ) ƒ ( * ) (12) 
Consider any operator Am i m 2 . . .m r . Since ƒ € T, A m i m 2 . . . m r / > 0 on S. From the 
linearity of the operator and the linear representation of Py given in (12), we derive 
i
-
A77117712 ***771r {Pyf) = ^y(Am i m 2 . . .m r/) 
which is nonnegative on S. 
(ii) We need to show Pxf <v Pyf for all A-functions ƒ G T. Similariy to (12), 
M i 
Pxf(s) = J2-X™f(s + em) 
m=l 7 
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M M j 
H- 5 3 X3 - / V n m / O s - en + e m ) l { s n > 1} 
n = l m = l ' 
M i / M \ 
+ E ~^™ ( l ~ E rnm ƒ(S - e m ) l { 5 m > 1} 
m=l T \ n=l / 
+ f1 - E -(A- + ^ i{«» >!))) /(*) (13) 
\ m=l 7 / 
S i n c e / ( s - e n + e m ) l { s n > 1} < f(s + em) (ƒ is nondecreasing) and 1—Y^Li rnm < 1, 
one immediately obtains that the right-handside of (13) is not greater than right-
handside of (12). • 
From theorem 2 and lemma 3 we conclude that if the initial distributions of the two 
systems are stochastically ordered in <K sense, than also any of the one-dimensional 
marginal distributions, i.e. 
P (X x ( r ) > Sl;... • XM{T) > sM) < P^T) > Sl;...; YM{r) > sM) (14) 
for any r > 0 and s = ( s i , . . . , SM) € S ( X m ( r ) represents the number of customers 
in queue m at t ime r ) . Actually, we have shown this only for the discretised versions 
of the systems. But using relationships between continuous-time Markov chains and 
their discrete-time embeddings by uniformization we get the stated (for details see 
[3]). An analytical proof of (14) is found in [4]. 
When we apply theorem 1 as well, we obtain comparison of multi-dimension marginal 
distributions: 
P ( X ( n ) € A1;...;X(Tn) e An) < P(Y(n) e A i ; . . . ; Y ( r n ) € An) 
for any n € N, 0 < ra < • • • < r„, Au ..., An G A. 
5 Conclusions 
We have shown that the stochastic ordering <K can be defined equivalently as a set 
stochastic ordering and as an integral stochastic ordering. Applied to comparison 
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of Markov chains we were able to derive ordering of multi-dimensional marginal 
distributions. For that purpose we saw that the ordering satisfies the closeness 
property. To conclude, the ordering <K has similar properties as the customary 
stochastic ordering <^ which is based on nondecreasing functions. 
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